
 
The phyto purification 

Treatment of waste waters by the plants 
 

 
The author of this talk does not enter a no constructive polemic. 
Simply it delivers facts such as they are so that each person can 
form her own opinion.  
 
Is what the phyto purification really exists? NOT  
 
Any biologist specialized in the plant can say it: a plant does not 
have authority to purify waste waters to eliminate the organic 
matter. The principle is presented in this form: planted filtering bed 
of reeds. One removes - planted reeds there remains only the 
traditional bed filtering. For what is thus used the plant? Some end 
up acknowledging that its presence only consists to air, by its roots, 
the layers of muds which pile up on the receiver, by absorbing the 
maximum of liquid.  
 
Why doesn't the plant have T it not vocation to purify? 
 
The roots of the plant cannot reduce or destroy the M.O Organic 
matter. The only active ingredient of a system racinaire is - to aspire 
liquid which contains or can contain, of the diluted components. 
 
Are these elements they obligatorily liquid? 
 
Yes it is obligatory if not the roots cannot send them to the body of 
the plant for its development. 
 
Which is thus this concept of purification by the plants? 
 
All the plants pump water by their roots to develop, the reed and 
the bamboo more than the others.  
The rejection of the systems of cleansing is mainly made up of a 
strong proportion of liquid. Following an old cleansing not equipped 
with a filtering bed one always noticed that the grasses were high 
and quite green. By short cut to define that the plant purified waste 
waters, there was only one step, that many people hastened to 
cross. 
 
 
 



 
How is made the bringing together between the bacterium and the 
plants? 
 
All the useful bacteria (biological breakdown of the M.O) seek a 
support of fixing that 'it is vegetable or mineral. The ground is a 
good mineral support, the roots of the plants are a vegetable 
support.  
  
The function of the micro organizations. 
 
Their function of biological breakdown is to reduce the M.O present 
in the ground, which gives by transformation, of the diffuse pollution 
diluted in the liquid (water) which is then absorbed by the roots.  
When the transformation is carried out on this kind of root, one can 
define that it is directly of the producer to the consumer. It is the 
case of the rhizomes.  This kind of plant (reed, bamboo) is very 
known for its voracity to absorb much water, which results in to 
drain the medium and to cancel all the mechanism ci describes 
above. 
 
The characteristic of the plant 
 
The plant by absorbing water and diffuse pollution that it 
contains has a function of – purification. Except that too much 
water, the roots rotted, not enough water, the plant dies. A result 
random because  not linear. 
 
What hears one by “diffuse pollution”? 
 
They are chemical components which one naturally finds in waste 
waters: ammonium urea, nitrate, mug up, phosphate, 
nitrogenize. Part of this pollution comes from work from LYSIS 
carried out by the micro organizations. The re-use of waste waters, 
removed from the organic matter results in to increase the rate of 
concentration of this diffuse pollution that the ground is not any 
more able to treat. It will be automatically directed about the natural 
hydraulic middle nearest or towards the water tables at the time of a 
strong infiltration. 
 
 
 
 
 



Saturation 
 
All the plants need this pollution diffuses to develop.  
Except that in nature, the éco system is thus made, that all this 
pollution is never found in a concentrated form as one finds it in 
waste waters. In strong concentration the plant arrives quickly 
at saturation and does not do any more its work. With its death, it 
restores in the ground, all the pollution which it absorbed. 
 
Biology 
 
Certain described elements Ci front are parameters – BIOLOGICAL- 
natural. If only one biological parameter is lacking, the principle of 
purification does not function and the medium is a died place, in a 
state of putrefaction. The éco terrestrial system is thus made up.  
 
What can make, which the waste waters do not have any more the 
biological characteristic? 
 
A strong concentration of diffuse pollution, a filter whatever it is, the 
drought, an insufficient bacterial presence, pollution chemical.  
Each element previously quoted impact others: micro the pollutant 
chemical diluted in the liquid element kill the bacterium, the micro 
organizations are not more in sufficient quantity to have a 
consequent action of reduction of the organic matter, the filter clogs 
and putrefies the medium, the strong concentration of urine burned, 
micro the pollutant chemical impregnate the mud residues. 
 
Synthesis: 
A strong concentration of pollution is difficult to eliminate. It is the 
case of waste waters.   
 
Conclusion 
One should not make any more of amalgam between a plant which 
purifies water and the purification of waste waters.  
Many people speak about it like an innovation, that it is the average 
person or of people in station, persons in charge of the vector of the 
cleansing (Satèse Spanc, service of the cleansing environment, 
Mayor, deputy, ministry) 
 
The filtering bed or reads infiltration 
 
It is only one separative means without any function of Biological 
purification.  



 
 

Organic matter  -O.M- 
 

 
O.M 
 
The Organic matter is an element – ALIVE- programmed with the 
regeneration of – ALIVE-. There thus remains always – ALIVE- until 
its complete recycling. 
 
Various types of O.M 
 
Naturally on our planet, there are two types of Organic matter.  
The M.O of Vegetable origin,  
The M.O of Human origin Animal including the food one prepared. 
 
Destruction of the O.M  
 
Each type of O.M has its own design of destruction which is spread 
out over several phases to arrive at the phase of recycling or 
elimination. 
 
Design A and B of destruction of the vegetalized O.M.  
 
A- 1) drying, 2) the fermentation (the compost which is a long work, 
of alternation of T° and humidification). 3 - the product which can be 
recycled.  
 B- 1) the rotting (putrefaction which is a fast work). 
 
Design A of destruction of the O.M of human origin.  
 

A- 3) ready product. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
A small summary 
 
The M.O of human origin is a product immediately ready with 
employment.  
Contrary the vegetalized M.O passes by two phases 1 and 2 to arrive 
at phase 3 loan at employment.  
If the vegetalized M.O does not pass by these two obligatory phases 
it rocks immediately in the other method - 1 rotting (putrefaction).  
The M.O of human origin put in method of destruction of the M.O 
vegetalized share immediately also on the fashion B of rotting. When 
on the other hand it remains in water it does not rot.  
By contrary effect the mixture of the 2 types of M.O in their phase of 
respective destruction does not give anything. The M.O of human 
origin put in condition of composting will rot very quickly.  
The vegetalized M.O, placed in condition of soaking in water, leaves 
in immediate rotting.  
Waste waters dispersed on a compost do not bring anything to this 
last. The two elements arrived at the same stage with the risk that 
the waste waters wash the compost, thus infiltrating in the ground, 
a certain pollution.  
Mud must be considered, like a died product, in phase of rotting. 
 
The Action of Water on the Organic matter  
 
When these two M.O sometimes happened at the stage to produce 
this why they are programmed, recycling, only one element enters 
in ACTION: Water.  
- Too much water with the vegetalized M.O, that Ci thus leaves in 
rotting the loss the benefit the preparatory phases.  
- The M.O of human origin is not obstructed by a too strong quantity 
of water which will carry it about the natural hydraulic middles, thus 
moving away it from its objective.  
- The biological breakdown by the micro organizations (still it is 
necessary that there is and of sufficient number) in complement of 
the erosion of water, provides a diffuse pollution which, diluted in 
water, is absorbed by - complex the racinaire-.  
For the compost, it is the erosion of the water which erodes the 
vegetalized O.M producing a diffuse pollution thus, that Ci being 
absorbed by - complex the racinaire-.  
 
 
 



 
The complex racinaire. 
 
All the roots of all the plants function on the same immutable 
principle booked with the vegetalized biodiversity. The aspiration of 
a liquid. Certain plants are adapted to a medium about liquid, thus 
consuming much water to develop, when others are it on a medium 
about dryness.    
 
Micro organizations or bacteria. 
 
The micro organizations have the ability to fix themselves on 
mineral as well as on plant. All the roots of the whole of the 
vegetalized biodiversity are thus used as support but it is - the water 
which makes the difference. The micro organizations find in water 
their requirements out of oxygen (O2) which is in hiding some is 
done rarer.  
 
Obligatory regulations   
 
The effluent must be biological, by the same one as there is a 
presence of micro organizations important and than the support is in 
an “aerobic” medium complete. Muds are not any more one 
biological environment, the micro organizations die asphyxiated.  
 
Diffuse pollution 
 
It large is forgotten waste waters. No treatment, one does not speak 
about it, it is sent such as it in the environment. It corrodes the flap 
of the basins of toilets and associated with micro pollutant chemical, 
its effect oxidizing must be devastating.  
  
 
The performance épuratoire 
 
It is qualified by the production of residues of a process. What is the 
case of all the current systems of cleansing  
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